**AirGrow Drone Service LLC**

2024 UAV Agricultural Operations and Technologies Internship

Jul 1st – Mid August (subject to change dependent on circumstance)

**About the Role:**
AirGrow Drone Services LLC is an emerging company in the agricultural field that utilizes a variety of drones to spray, scout, and map fields. We are always looking for quality interns and employees that are interested in UAV’s and their capabilities. This internship is designed to provide work experience that can be catered to your area of study in Aviation, Business, and/or Agriculture. Interns will help in the sales process, field operations, and complete a project with potential areas for AirGrow Drone Services to grow.

**Location:**
- Based near Wingate, Indiana
- Travel will be required (Travel expenses covered)

**Job Description:**
- Assist in the use of drones to spray, scout, and map fields/crops
- Learn about Part 107 and Part 137 requirements
- Explore business management tactics through the implementation of an internship project
- Direct sales experience through positioning UAV’s in agriculture to farmers/ag retailers
- Pay: Negotiable

**Requirements:**
- 18 years or older with drivers license
- Current student enrolled in a two or four year institution
- Educational focus in Aviation, Aviation Management, Ag-Business, Agricultural Economics, Agronomy, or other related fields
- Ability to work extended hours during spray season
- Must be able to lift at least 55 pounds
- Must obtain Part 107 license and state applicators licenses

**Contact:**
Owen Coon
(765)366-4330
airgrowdrone@gmail.com